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Nowadays, emergencies have a great impact on people’s daily lives. Web makes it possible to study 

emergencies from web information due to its real-time, open, and dynamic features. Measuring temporal 

features in web events evolution course can help people timely get knowledge and understand emergent 

events, which contribute to reducing harms to our society caused by emergencies. In this paper, we 

propose an outbreak power measuring algorithm for the evolution of web events, in order to provide 

guidance for automatic detection and prediction of emergencies. An iterative algorithm is firstly introduced 

to calculate outbreak power of web events through increased web pages of events, increased attributes of 

events, and distribution of attributes in web pages and the relationships of attributes. Secondly, definition 

of web events types is proposed. From studying each type of web events, we dig out feature patterns and 

find laws of each type events, with hot event having the highest outbreak power while general event have 

the lowest outbreak power, and general event fluctuating most while urgent event fluctuating least, which 

can be prior knowledge of web events we study. And then, a fuzzy based algorithm is presented to 

discriminate the type of web events. By means of prior knowledge, membership grade of web events 
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belong to each type can be calculated, and then the type of web events can be discriminated. Experiments 

on real data set demonstrate the proposed algorithm is both efficient and effective, and it is capable of 

providing accurate results of discrimination. 

Key words: emergent events, web events, semantic measure, web mining, fuzzy pattern 

recognition 

Communicated by: M. Gaedke & Q. Li 

1 Introduction  

Web event is what social Medias (i.e., BBS, blog, and news sites) discuss via cyber and influence on 

our real society. People can discuss web event in various forms, such as commenting news, posting 

and replying in forum, or recording and messaging in blog, etc. These discussions, which describe lots 

web events, have an impact on the evolution of web event. In return, our society will be influenced by 

the information of web.  So the detection and prediction of web events evolution is a meaningful work. 

To get this goal, we make our efforts to measure and analyse evolution features of web events. 

In today’s world, emergencies [1, 2] have a great impact on people’s daily lives. For 

example[3], on July 4, 2011, <News of the World> was revealed wiretapping the phone between 

missing girl Millie Dowler and her families in 2002 which stock the work of police. The tapping phone 

event caused a great feedback in British, and then a succession of eavesdropping scandals was reported. 

The results shocked the world. That scandal spread and reported by Web and media, which strained the 

relationship between media and politicians, which made citizens worry about their privacy. In other 

words, the tapping phone outbreak with lots sub event at last. Another example [4] happened in India 

in July 2012 is caused by  a series of rumours and threats spread by SMS, web and other society media, 

leading to panic in the entire region. Text in the messages implied that local Muslim would begin a 

large-scale massacre to Assam. Videos and pictures in the message illustrated some tragic scene 

victims. As a result the message intensified panic of the public. At last more than 300,000 people left 

for a safe place. At last, the government had to inhabit mass texting. 

In above incidents, the tapping phone is one kind of social event happened in our society but 

mapped on the web. By the mapping, social events spread, evolve and mutate in the web along with 

interaction with real world. And we call such events as social events mapped on web. The latter 

incident is caused by message on web and impact on real world. In other words, this kind of event 

happened in virtual world but evolve with human interference. We call such events as web sentiment 

events. All of these two kinds of events are called web event. Some web events have much bad 

influence on society. To avoid these bad influences, it is necessary to monitor and predict the 

evaluative tendency of web events. Therefore, how to collect and organize web events in the intelligent 

and automatic way, and how to track and measure dynamic evolution of web events are becoming an 

important subject in the field of information processing. 

The evolution is a basic feature of web events and is also a part of studies on Topic Detecting 

and Tracking (TDT) [5-7]. Traditional TDT involves detecting unknown events, gathering and 

segmenting information, detecting when the event first reported, detecting follow-up reports of events 

and tracking events’ tendency. Generally, TDT technology attempts to detect unknown web events and 

make related news pages clustered. Although TDT tracks development of web events, it does not 

measure the dynamic evolution process of web events. So we cannot have a global and clear 
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understanding of web events. In this paper, outbreak power based algorithm is proposed to measure the 

evolution process of web events in order to help people make decisions.  

To calculate outbreak power of web events, it is necessary to get the temporal features of web 

events evolution firstly. Secondly, an iterative algorithm is put forward to get temporal features 

together in order to measure evolution course of web events. In addition, according to outbreak power 

in evolution course of web events, web events are classified into three classes: emergent event, popular 

event, general event. The detailed definitions of each class will be given later chapters. 

At last, a fuzzy based algorithm for class discrimination of web events is introduced to verify 

that outbreak power can correctly describe the evolution process of web events. By measuring 

evolution process of web events, we discover features of each class events, which can be considered as 

prior knowledge to discriminate the class of web events. 

The main contributions of this paper are: 

(1) Definitions of web event classes are given;  

(2) Outbreak power is introduced to estimate web event; 

(3) Fuzzy theory based algorithm is presented to build prior knowledge for class discrimination; 

(4) Fuzzy based algorithm for class discrimination is proposed. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follow. Section 2 introduces temporal feature set in 

evolution process of web events. Section 3 introduces outbreak power of web events and discusses the 

method of its calculation in detail. Section 4 gives definitions of web events classes and gives some 

features which can be used in class discrimination of web events. Fuzzy cognition based algorithm for 

type discrimination is proposed in section 5. Conclusion is given in the last section. 

2 Temporal Features and Basic Definitions of Web Events 

Increased web page set

 Increased attribute set 

 Distribution of event 

attributes in web pages

Outbreak power 

of web events

Representational capacity 

of event attribute

 Uncertainty of webpage

Web event type 

 

Figure 1.  Framework of calculation of outbreak power of web events 

This section focuses on the acquisition of temporal features of web events. Firstly we give the 

expressions of symbol and meaning of the expressions, as shown in Table 1.  Framework of this is 

displayed in Fig.1. All temporal features cooperate on getting the result of outbreak power and web 

event types, and more details will be discussed later.  The input and output of the algorithm is 

described as follows: 

Input: a web event e, a set of temporal features (e.g., web pages, event attributes), event starting 

timestamp st , and current timestamp et . 
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Output: a set of evolution measurement of web event e,
1

( , ) { , ,..., }
s s es e t t top t t op op op


 , where

it
op is the 

outbreak power of web event at time
it . 

 

 

2.1   Temporal Features of Web Events 

Before we introduce outbreak power of event, some features and definitions are declared as follows. 

Temporal feature 1: Increased web page set ( , )i jt t  of web event 

For a web event e, the increased web page set of web event 
1( , ) { , ,..., }i j i i jt t     is all the new 

published web pages from time ti to tj. And there is no intersection between increased web page sets, 

namely ( , ) ( , )s i i jt t t t    . 

Temporal feature 2:  Increased attribute set ( , )i jk t t of web event 

Increased attribute set 1( , ) { , ,..., }i j i i jk t t k k k   of web event from time 
it  to

jt  is a cluster of 

attributes extracted from increased web page ( , )i jt t . And an increased webpage 
i can be 

represented by a vector, denoted as: 

 1 2, ,...,i i i imw w w                                                      (1) 

where (1 log ( )) log(1 / ( ))ij j jw tf k n df k    . ( )jtf k means the term frequency of attribute jk  in 

webpage 
i ,  ( )jdf k means the webpage frequency of attribute jk  in ( , )i jt t . 

Table 1: Symbol reference table 

e   Web event 

   Web page 

( )c    The uncertainty of web pages   describing the event e 

( , )i jt t   Increased web page set during time 
it to time jt  

( )w k   Web pages set of offering event attributes k 

k   Attribute of web event 

( , )i jk t t
 
 Increased attribute set during time it to time jt  

( )er k
 
 

Representational capabilities of attribute to an event 

( , )i jt t
  distribution of attributes in web pages 

( , )i jop t t
  Outbreak power of web events during time it to time jt  
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After the increased web pages ( , )i jt t and the increased attributes ( , )i jk t t  are obtained, we 

also can get distribution of attributes in web pages by statistical method.  

 

Temporal feature 3:  Distribution of event attributes in web pages, ( , )i jt t  

For a web event e, every webpage of ( , )i jt t  can be denoted by attributes of ( , )i jk t t , as shown in 

temporal feature 2. So, distribution of attributes in web pages can be denoted by a matrix as following: 

11 1

1

...

( , ) ... ... ...

...

m

i j

n nm

w w

t t

w w



 
 


 
  

                                                             (2) 

where n is the number of webpages and m is the number of attributes. 

Fig.2 shows the complete process of data source acquisition and the relationships of increased 

web pages of events ( , )i jt t , increased attributes of events ( , )i jk t t , and distribution of attributes in 

web pages ( , )i jt t . Every temporal feature describes web events in different aspects. Such as 

increased web pages describes physical characteristics of web events, increased attributes describes 

semantic characteristics of web events. By the further study on temporal features, we find evolution 

process of web event can be influenced by temporal features. So an iterative algorithm, which 

integrates three temporal features, is proposed to calculate the outbreak power and measure the 

evolution course of web events. 

S(ti,tj)

( , )i jt t

,i jt t（ ）

( , )i jk t t

 

Figure 2.  Seed ( , )i jS t t  (will be discussed in experiment section), increased web pages of events ( , )i jt t , increased 

attributes of events ( , )i jk t t , and distribution of attributes in web. 

However, we have just considered the text-oriented information; in fact user-oriented 

information of web events is also important, such as Google Trends, which calculates the hotness of 

web events by the number of searches. User-oriented information is generally not open to public so 

that it is difficult to obtain. Furthermore, user-oriented information is typically lagged. That is because 

user may respond to a web event, which has taken place for a period of time. Therefore, here we take 

only data-oriented information into account. 
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Text-oriented data that we use is about text information of web events. In addition, pictures 

and videos are also the information that describes web events. And these kinds of information can be 

obtained by search engine, but it is hard to deal with this information directly. So we consider for only 

text information of web events. 

In this section, we first introduce the definitions about outbreak power of web events. 

Outbreak power describes the evolution process of web events and also reflects the changes of 

temporal features in different time intervals. Furthermore, we proposed an iterative algorithm that 

integrates temporal features to measure the evolution course of web events. 

2.2   Basic Definitions About Outbreak Power of Web Events 

Outbreak power can directly show the changes of temporal features and help people clearly know the 

evolution of web events without reading a large number of relevant web pages. To make it clear, 

following definitions are put forward. 

Definition 1. Outbreak power of web events, ( , )i jop t t   

For a web event e  , the outbreak power ( , )i jop t t  means the emergency degree of corresponding web 

event during time
it  to 

jt . Outbreak power of web event is influenced by two elements denoted 

as ( , ) ( ), ( )i jop t t er k c   . ( )er k is the attribute representational capacity and ( )c  is the webpage 

uncertainty, two of which will be discussed later. 

If webpage of web events is quite uncertain and all the attributes have strong representational 

capacity then the development direction of web event may diverse. In this situation, the outbreak 

power of web event is high.   

Definition 2. Representational capacity of event attribute, ( )er k  

Representational capacity of event attribute is the ability of attribute describing an event, donated 

as ( )er k . 

For instance, if all the information of web event is described by a certain group of attribute, 

then the representational capacity of this web event is high, and as the result the outbreak power of 

web event should be low. On the contrary, the outbreak power of web event should high. 

Definition  3. Uncertainty of webpage, ( )c   

The uncertainty of webpage is the ability of webpages in describing corresponding web event. It is 

related to general representational capacity of event attribute. 

For instance, if the attributes of webpages about certain web event diverse a lot, then 

representational capacity of these attributes is weak and outbreak power of this web event should be 

high.  

Corollary 1. Suppose there exist some web pages and attributes discussing the same event, and the 

distribution of attributes in web pages approaches to one-to-one mapping, then it means the 

discussions of web event are different so that the outbreak power of web event is high. 

dict://key.0895DFE8DB67F9409DB285590D870EDD/representational%20capacity
dict://key.0895DFE8DB67F9409DB285590D870EDD/representational%20capacity
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According to Corollary 1, if each attribute is only provided by one webpage and each 

webpage provide only one attribute, the degree of similarity between each page is 0. So the contents of 

all web pages are different and discussions of web event are different, which may lead to further 

deteriorate of event. In contrast, we have come to Corollary 2. 

Corollary 2. Suppose there are limited web pages and attributes discussing an event, and the 

distribution of attributes in web pages approaches to a complete graph, then it means the discussion 

opinions of web event are almost the same so that the outbreak power of web event is low. That is: 

min( ( , ) 0) ( , )nm i j nm i jw t t w op t t      

According to Corollary 2, the distribution of attributes in web pages approaches to a 

complete graph, that is, events attributes exist in each webpage. And the degree of similarity between 

each page is 1, which means all pages are reproduced from a webpage and discussion opinions of web 

event are same. 

From above corollaries, we can know the most influences to outbreak power are: increased 

web pages ( , )i jt t , increased attributes ( , )i jk t t , and distribution ( , )i jt t of attributes in web 

pages. 

So according to representational capacity of event attributes, we can infer the uncertainty of a 

webpage. And we also calculate the representational capacity of event attributes by the uncertainty of a 

webpage. Fig.3 is composed of three parts: increased web pages ( , )i jt t , increased 

attributes ( , )i jk t t , and distribution ( , )i jt t of attributes in web pages. 

ϕ1

k2

k3

k4

ϕ2

ϕ3

ϕ4

k5

k1 er (k1)

er (k2)

er (k3)

er (k4)

er (k5)

c (ϕ1)

c (ϕ2)

c (ϕ3)

c (ϕ4)

,i jk t t（ ）( , )i jt t

,i jt t（ ）

 

Figure 3  Iteration computation of the uncertainty of increased web pages and the representational capacity of 

increased attributes through distribution of attributes in web pages. 

According to Fig 3, we get two corollaries: 

Corollary 3.  For a webpage i , if it provides most of the event attributes with strong representational 

capacity ( )er k , this webpage has low uncertainty i . 

dict://key.0895DFE8DB67F9409DB285590D870EDD/representational%20capacity
dict://key.0895DFE8DB67F9409DB285590D870EDD/representational%20capacity
dict://key.0895DFE8DB67F9409DB285590D870EDD/representational%20capacity
dict://key.0895DFE8DB67F9409DB285590D870EDD/representational%20capacity
dict://key.0895DFE8DB67F9409DB285590D870EDD/representational%20capacity
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Corollary 4. For an event attribute, if it is provided by a webpage with low uncertainty ( )ic  , this 

event attribute has strong representational capacity ( )er k . 

Corollary 3 and 4 are called "iterative Corollary ", by the two corollaries, we find the 

uncertainty of web pages and representational capacity of event attributes have interactions, so we 

proposed an iterative algorithm to calculate them. And the iterative algorithm uses increased web 

pages, increased event attributes, and distribution of attributes in web pages as variables. 

Corollary 5. The higher the uncertainty of overall increased web pages ( , )i jt t  about an event, the 

higher the outbreak power of this event. 

As we know, in a certain time interval [ , ]i jt t and for an event, if the uncertainty of overall web 

pages is high, the semantic of this event changes a lot and event may breakout. If the uncertainty of 

overall web pages is low, this event stabilizes and is less likely to breakout. 

3     Outbreak Power Calculation of Web Events 

In this chapter, we mainly introduce the calculation of outbreak power of web events. According 

Corollary 2, the uncertainty of a webpage describes representational capability of event attributes 

provided by webpage itself. For a webpage , its uncertainty ( )c   can be obtained by calculating the 

representational capability of event attributes it provides: 

     ( )
( )

( ) 1
| ( ) |

k Kw
er k

c
Kw







 


                                               (3) 

where ( )Kw  is the attribute set provided by webpage . 

According to Eq.3, the uncertainty of web pages is related to the representational capability of 

event attributes provided by web pages. If the representational capability of event attributes is strong, 

the uncertainty of web pages is low. If the representational capability of event attributes is weak, the 

uncertainty of web pages is high. 

According to Corollary 3, the uncertainty of a webpage depends on representational 

capability of event attributes provided by this webpage. Corollary 3 and Corollary 4 reflect the 

interrelationship between the uncertainty of web pages and representational capability of event 

attributes. 

The calculation of the representational capability of event attributes ( )er k is complex, 

according to [11], we use probability function to calculate the representational capability of event 

attributes: 

      
( )

( ) 1 ( )
Wp k

er k c





                                                    (4) 

where ( )Wp k  is the webpage set which provides the attributes k. 

According to Eq. 4, if the uncertainty of web pages is low, the representational capability of 

event attributes is weak; on the contrary, if the uncertainty of web pages is high, the representational 

capability of event attributes is strong.  

dict://key.0895DFE8DB67F9409DB285590D870EDD/representational%20capacity
dict://key.0895DFE8DB67F9409DB285590D870EDD/representational%20capacity
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The outbreak power of web events ( , )i jop t t  in a certain time interval [ , ]i jt t can be calculated 

by the formula: 

     
1

( , ) ( )
n

i j q

q

op t t c 


                                                (5) 

where n denotes the increased web pages in time interval [ , ]i jt t . 

According to Eq.5, the outbreak power of web events in time interval [ , ]i jt t  is related to the 

uncertainty of corresponding web pages. If the uncertainty of web pages is high, the outbreak power of 

web events is high; if the uncertainty of web pages is low, the outbreak power of web events is low. 

Since the calculation of the Eq. 3 is based on Fig 3, increased web pages of events ( , )i jt t , the 

influences of increased attributes of events ( , )i jK t t , and distribution of attributes in web 

pages ( , )i jt t  are all taken into consideration. 

We propose algorithm1 to calculate the outbreak power of web events are as Table 3. 

Table 3 Steps of computing outbreak power 

Algorithm 1: Computing Outbreak Power 

Input: The set of pages ( , )i jt t , the set of keyword ( , )i jK t t , the distribution of 

keywords among pages ( , )i jt t .  

Output: The outbreak power ( , )i jop t t . 

for each ( , )i jt t 
 

0( )c c 
 

0 1 0 2 0{ ( ), ( ),..., ( )}nT c c c  



 

repeat   

 

 

1 2' { ( ), ( ),..., ( )}nT c c c  


    

Until cosine similarity of T


and 'T


is greater than  . 

Compute  ( , )i jop t t by Equation 5 

 

From above steps of algorithm, the uncertainty of web pages and the representational 

capability of event attributes are obtained by iterative calculation. According to [11,23], just like other 

iterative algorithm, we set initial uncertainties of all web pages to   as the initial state value. Similar 

to the famous Page Rank algorithm of Google, Page Rank algorithm assumes the rank of all web pages 

are the same initially and first rank can be calculated based on the initial rank, and then the second 

rank can also be calculated based on the first rank. Larry Page also theoretically proves that this 

algorithm guarantee the result of Page Rank converges to the true value regardless of how to select the 

initial values. In addition, Page Rank algorithm is completely without any manual intervention and it is 
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brilliant that this algorithm treats the entire internet as a whole, which is in line with the view of 

system theory. 

4     Web Event Types 

In the previous section, we have gotten the time series data of outbreak power. In order to verify that 

the outbreak power can reflect the evolution of web events objectively, fuzzy based algorithm for type 

discrimination of web events is proposed. Provided the result of discrimination in line with objective 

facts and knowledge of human cognition, we believe that outbreak power can better describe the 

evolution of web events and the algorithm for the calculation of outbreak power is reasonable. 

By analysing the time series data of outbreak power, we can extract some important features 

that describe the event itself. For example, outbreak power and fluctuation power of web events are the 

two kinds of features. And by mining features pattern, membership function of each type event can be 

established, which can be the prior knowledge to help us study web events. As each type event has its 

own law and features, we can discriminate the type of web events by means of prior knowledge. Next 

we will introduce fuzzy based algorithm framework use outbreak power of web events to discriminate 

the type of web events. For the above discussion, we define web event first. 

Web event e is a tuple ( , ( ))e eL op L , where 
eL  is a time interval that from starting timestamp 

st  to ending timestamp 
et  (the time interval of life course of web event is

eL ), the outbreak power of 

web event e, presents the changes of semantic features of web event in time interval
eL . 

A great number of web events are provided on web every day, internet users have to waste a 

lot of time and patience to search the interesting topics, so it has become a problem that internet users 

how to find events they are interested in time. Therefore, it is necessary to classify the web events into 

different types and recommend web events to users by types. Web events classification is based on 

TDT system. Current studies mainly focus on classification of web text, but studies on type 

discrimination of web events are rare. Therefore, we will give the definition of web events type. 

Definition 4. The type of web events,   

Let
1 2{ , ,..., }sE e e e   denote the set of web events. Hypothesis space of web events type refers to the 

set of all type of web events on web, denoted as 1 2{ , ,..., },n i E      , where  
i  means a certain 

type of web events, n is the size of the hypothesis space. 

According to the observation of actual data set and cognitive knowledge, and by taking 

account nature, severity, controllability and influence of web events, web events are classified into 

three types, that is, 
1 2 3{ , , }    , where 

1  is emergency event, 
2 is hot events, 

3 is general event. 

Suppose 
1 2{ , ,..., }nTS op op op  denotes the time series data of outbreak power of web events 

in life course eL , where iop  is the outbreak power at time it , n is the length of time series. For a web 

event, it can be described with a successive time interval, that is, 1 2 1{ , ,..., , }k kTS TS TS TS TS , where 

k  is the number of time interval. A time interval is denoted as 1{ , ,..., }k a a bTS op op op , where 

subscript of op represents corresponding timestamp and at  is the starting timestamp and bt  is the 

ending timestamp in time interval. 
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Through the segmentation of time series data of outbreak power, evolution course of a web 

event can be divided into different segments. For describing different segments of evolution course, 

the following temporal features are proposed: 

(1) Average Outbreak Power, ( )ave kop TS   

               ( )

b

a

t

i

i t

ave k

b a

op

op TS
t t







                                                     (6) 

where 
iop  is the outbreak power of web events at time 

it ,  [ , ]i jt t  is the time interval of event segment 

kTS . Average outbreak power ( )ave kop TS  reflects the level of outbreak power in segment
kTS . 

(2) Fluctuation Power, ( )kfp TS  

         21
( ) , ( ( ))

( )

b

a

t

k i ave k

i tave k b a

Var
fp TS Var op op TS

op TS t t 

  

                           (7) 

where 
iop  is the outbreak power of web events at time 

it , [ , ]a bt t  is the time interval of event segment 

kTS . Fluctuation power ( )kfp TS  reflects the fluctuation degree in segment
kTS . 

Obviously, the type of a web event will change with the evolution of this event. Therefore, in 

order to discriminate the present type of a web event, we must consider not only the historical 

evolution course of this event but also the current evolution state of event. Then synthesized outbreak 

power is proposed as follows: 

1 2 1

1 1

( ) * ( ), , 0 ... 1
k k

ave i ave i i k k

i i

op TS w op TS w w w w w

 

         

where 
kTS  is the i-th segment, 

iw  is the weight corresponding to 
iTS , k  is the number of segments. In 

addition, the recent segment has higher weight. 

Similarly, formula to calculate the synthesized fluctuation power is as follows: 

1 2 1

1 1

( ) * ( ), 1, 0 ... 1
k k

i i i k k

i i

fp TS w fp TS w w w w w

 

          

where 
kTS  is the i-th segment, 

iw  is the weight corresponding to 
iTS , k  is the number of segments. 

The recent segment has higher weight. 

From the above two Equations, in order to calculate the synthesized fluctuation power and the 

synthesized outbreak power, the historical evolution course and the current evolution state must be 

taken into account. 

After the discussion of web event, we give the definition of each type of web events: 

Definition 5. Urgent event, 1  

Urgent event is the event caused by major natural disasters, accidents, or social security that required 

to be responded to and deal with by government or social groups within a special time interval. Such 
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as “5.12 Wenchuan Earthquake”, “9.11 terrorist attacks” and “7.23 Wenzhou motor car accident”. This 

type event usually has features of sudden, complexity, destructive, persistent. 

According to the outbreak power observation of emergent events in their life courses, when 

an event evolves into an emergent event, this event has high synthesized outbreak power ( )aveop TS  

and synthesized fluctuation power ( )fp TS , as shown in Fig 4(a) , that is: 

1 1 1{ ' | ' ( ') ( ( ) && ( ) )}aveE E E e E op TS fp TS           

where 
1 2 1 2, , ,     are the threshold of synthesized outbreak power and synthesized fluctuation power, 

respectively. 

 

Figure4(a) Evolution course of outbreak power of event “Japan Nuclear Leak” 

 

Definition 6. Hot event,
2  

Hot event is the event that related to people daily life happening in real society or on web and people 

concerns it for a long term. Such as “Price regulation of house”, “Food security”. 

According to the outbreak power observation of hot events in their life courses, we discover 

that hot events usually have moderated synthesized outbreak power ( )aveop TS  and synthesized 

fluctuation power ( )fp TS , as shown in Fig 4(b), that is:  

2 2 1 2 1{ ' | ' ( ') ( ( ) && ( ) )}aveE E E e E op TS fp TS               

where 
1 2 1 2, , ,      are the threshold of synthesized outbreak power and synthesized fluctuation power, 

respectively. 

 

Definition 7. General event,
3  

General event is the event that happens in real society or on web and attracted less attention compared 

with hot event. Usually this type event is reported when it occurs, and then forgotten by people quickly. 

For example, “Super moon” and “Forbes Chinese rich list” are the typical general events. 
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 According to the outbreak power observation of hot events in their life courses, we find that 

general events usually have low synthesized outbreak power ( )aveop TS  and synthesized fluctuation 

power ( )fp TS , as shown in Fig 4(c), that is: 

3 2 2{ ' | ' ( ') ( ( ) && ( ) )}aveE E E e E op TS fp TS           

where 
2 2,   are the threshold of synthesized outbreak power and synthesized fluctuation power, 

respectively.  

 

Figure 4(b)  Evolution course of outbreak power of event “Chile Volcano Eruption” 

 

Figure 4(c)  Evolution course of outbreak power of event “Forbes China Rich List” 

 

5     Fuzzy Based Algorithm for Type Discrimination of Web Events  

With the time changing, the emergent degree of web events changes dynamically. One event in 

different segments has different emergent degree, so for a web event, it may go through three states: 

general state, hot state, and emergent state. Few domestic and foreign scholars study on emergent level 

classification of web events in different segments, so that the lack of a prior knowledge of type 

discrimination of web events in different segments. Therefore, we study the changes of features and 

emergent degree of web events in evolution course, and we can obtain the relationship between 

outbreak power and fluctuation power. Then by studying these relationships, we extract features of 

different emergent degree, establish evolution model of web events, and construct the membership 
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model for type discrimination of web events as prior knowledge. Thereby to provide effective 

guidance for the type prediction of web event in later section. 

In this section, we will introduce how to build a prior knowledge for type discrimination of 

web events. So based on outbreak power we propose a fuzzy based algorithm for type discrimination 

of web events. 

5.1   Adaptive Segmentation Algorithm of Outbreak Power of Web Events 

Herein, we first discuss how to divide a web event into different segments in its evolution course. In 

this paper, we adopt k segmentation method in [24], this method can find the optimal segment 

boundaries: 
1 2 1, ,..., kc c c 

, 
1 2 10 ... kc c c N     , then divide the time series of outbreak power into k 

segments. 

According to [24], it is the optimum segmentation of time series data only if each segment 

internal is homogeneous, that is, the event is in the same evolution state in one segment, and different 

segments represent different evolution stages in event evolution course. So we introduce segment cost 

function for segmentation and propose two hypotheses. 

Single segment cost function ( )F kcost TS  is the function of data point values in segment and length of 

segment 
b al t t   (the number of data point in segment). 

 
( ) ( , ), F k i i kcost TS F op l op TS                                       (8) 

For a web event, segment cost function ( )F kcost TS  represents the fluctuation degree of 

outbreak power of this event in a certain time interval, that is, changes in frequency and amplitude of 

this event within a period of time. 

Total cost of K segments is the sum of each segment
1 2, ,..., kTS TS TS : 

1 2

1

( ) ( ... ) ( )
k

F F k F i

i

cost TS cost TS TS TS cost TS


                             (9) 

Total cost function 1 2( ... )F kcost TS TS TS  represents the fluctuation degree of outbreak power 

of an event in its life course Le. 

The above functions are abstract functions. Specifically, we use the variance of the segmented 

data to measure the fluctuation of outbreak power, the formula is as follows: 

         

2

21 1
( )

b b

a a

t t

F k i i

t t t t

cost TS op op
l l 

 
   

 
                                        (10) 

In its evolution course, web event typically go through different stages, event in one stage is 

in a same state, and event in different stages is in different states. So we believe that fluctuation degree 

of outbreak power is low in one stage and fluctuation degree of outbreak power is low between 

different stages. Therefore, segmentation of time series data can be transformed to find optimal 

segment boundaries to minimize the total cost, that is, 

1 2 1 1 2 min( { , ,..., } ( ... ) ) ( , )opt

k F k F ic c c cost TS TS TS TS TS k    
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5.2   Fuzzy Based Membership Function 

In previous sections, temporal features are proposed, for example, average outbreak power ( )aveop TS , 

fluctuation power ( )fp TS . Here, we use a set of feature vectors to represent an event. For a web event e , 

we can get a feature vector by calculating the time series data of outbreak power of this web event, 

denoted as . 

Obviously, the features of web event can be obtained directly from the time series data of 

outbreak power, and the different types of events should have different feature patterns. Therefore, we 

need to establish the connection and mapping from temporal features of web events to hypothesis 

space of event types. According to [13-17], fuzzy math theory is used to discriminate the type of web 

events. We introduce membership grade to measure degree of temporal feature belonging to a 

particular type 
i  of web event, denoted as ( )i aveop and ( )i fp . Through the membership function, 

we have established a relationship between the temporal features and event types. 

Membership function reflects the distribution of temporal feature belonging to event type i  when 

temporal feature get different values. 

 

Figure 5 Membership distribution of temporal feature belonging to event type 
i  

For a known web events data set which is a manual annotated training data set, membership 

frequency of temporal feature 
jx belonging to a certain event type i  for different values can be 

obtained by statistical, that is the member grade of temporal feature 
jx  belonging to event type i . 

Further, summarizing the membership grade of each temporal, we can get membership function vector 

for a certain type of web event, that is: 

      { ( ), ( )}i i ave iop fp  


                                              (11) 

Obviously, each type of web events has its own laws, and in this paper, membership function, 

which is used to describe the models of each type event, reflects the event its own laws. 

5.3   Fuzzy Based Algorithm for Type Discrimination of Web Events 

After the establishment of prior knowledge of type discrimination, we can use this prior knowledge 

discriminate the type of unknown web events. 

For a web event e , its feature vector denoted as , so its 

membership vector of belonging to event type i  is as follows: 
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                                                           (12) 

where ( )ij jx   is the membership of the j-th feature component belonging to i-th type event. 

And then, we can get the membership of this event e  belonging to i-th type event: 

      
1 2 1 2( ) ( )* ( )* , 1i i ave ie op fp                                                 (13) 

where 
j  is the weighting factor of j-th feature component. Taking into account the role played by 

each feature component in type discrimination may be different, so give different feature components 

different weights. Assuming the importance of each feature component is the same, that is: 

  ( ) ( )*0.5 ( )*0.5i i ave ie op fp                                                   (14) 

Next, based on the principle of maximum membership in fuzzy math, the corollary 6 are 

proposed as the basis for type discrimination of web events. 

Corollary 6. For a certain type of web event
i , if web event e  has the largest membership ( )i e  for 

event type i , this event e  belongs to this event type i , that is: 

1 2 3( {1,2,..., }) ( ) max{ ( ), ( ),..., ( )})i ii n e e e e e           

6     Experiments and Analysis 

6.1   Experiment Data Set 

In this paper, we set seeds (for example, “Japan”, “earthquake”, and “tsunami ”) of a web event from 

some news websites (such as “baidu.news”). Then search these seeds as keywords making use of 

search engines such as Google, and a number of corresponding web pages are collected as shown in 

Table 2. And from web pages of web events, we can get increased web pages of web events, increased 

attributes of web events, and distribution of attributes in web pages, as shown in Tab 3. 

In this paper, the web events involved in the experiment are derived from Baidu news sites. 

Baidu provides daily popular events which are searched by a large number of users. In the experiment, 

we selected approximately 100 web events about 900,000 pages were selected as the set of 

experimental data These events cover topics of political, accident, disaster, terrorist attacks in various 

fields. Table 2 show the statistical results of experimental data set in this article in detail. The starting 

timestamp chosen for these web events was according to [12], and the ending timestamp is the time 

when we get the events from web pages, and the average length of sampling time for each web event 

was about 30-40 days. In addition to determining the life course of web events, we also got their 

semantic features, including the seed set, web pages set, and key worlds set. Seed set of web events 

was extracted from Baidu. Baidu provides popular events and also provide hot search words to help 

users search for web events. 

http://dict.bing.com.cn/baiduapp.aspx?bd_user=1762918490&bd_sig=585fd50b21751e82937b1506abb12e1d&canvas_pos=search&keyword=%E8%AF%8D%E5%85%B8#tsunami
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For example, Japan suffered catastrophic earthquake and tsunami in 2011, many internet 

users wanted to search related web pages to understand the situation, so Baidu provided a set of key 

word of this event (e.g., Japan, earthquake, tsunami). After obtained the seed set, we used seed set as 

search words to search web events and got the related web pages. The detail steps in our experiment 

are as follows: 

(1) Obtain seed set ( , )i jS t t  of web events from Baidu or other news sites, (e.g., Japan, earthquake, 

tsunami). 

(2) Use seed set ( , )i jS t t  as search words to search web events and got the related web pages 

set ( , )i jt t . 

(3) Determine the starting timestamp 
st  of web events from web pages set ( , )i jt t , and ending 

timestamp 
et is determined according to the time we crawled the events from web pages. 

(4) Obtain the daily time series source data from web pages set ( , )i jop t t , (i.e., increased web 

pages | ( , ) |i jt t , increased attributes of events | ( , ) |i jK t t , distribution of attributes in web 

pages ( , )i jt t . 

(5) Perform the above steps for different information sources (i.e., blog, BBS), respectively. 

6.2  Experiments on Outbreak Power of Web Events 

A. Instance verification for outbreak power of web events 

For the result of algorithm, it describes the emergent degree of web events and it is called outbreak 

power. In this paper, "day" is the minimum time granularity. Source data of temporal features of web 

events is collected from different news sites daily, algorithm 1 calculate the daily outbreak power of 

web events based on these source data, and then time series data of outbreak power of web events in a 

certain time interval are obtained, as shown in Fig 6. 

The outbreak power of web events, which is calculated by algorithm 1, combines the 

increased webpages, increased attributes of events, and distribution of attributes in webpages. The 

Table 2 The details of dataset used to period detection (100 events)  
Feature Value 

Average number of seeds per event 2 

Average number of Webpages per event 5556 

Average number of event attributes per event 16856 

Average number of days per event 40 

Average number of Webpages per day 146 

Average number of event attributes per day 469 
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algorithm 1considers the physical attributes of web events, semantic content, and distribution of web 

events on web. So the outbreak power we get can comprehensively describe the evolution course of 

web events. 

 

 

Figure 6 Temporal data of outbreak power of event “Maldives Coup”  

 

B. Outbreak power based correctness verification for type discrimination of web events 

Herein, 100 web events were selected as the experimental object; the detailed statistical results are 

shown in Table 2. And 60 web events among experimental object as training set to establish prior 

knowledge of web events, and the remaining 40 web events were as test set of type discrimination. 

In experiment, we first trained 60 web events in training set, annotated the web events according to 

their emergent degree, so these 60 web events were labelled as emergent event, hot event or general 

event. By statistics on the training set, we calculated the membership frequency of temporal features 

belonging to each type when temporal features took different values, and combined with prior 

knowledge of our cognition on web events, we got the membership distribution of each temporal 

feature belonging to different types of web events. Here, Fig 7 shows the membership distribution of 

average outbreak power belonging to different types of web events based on the cases used in the 

experiment. 

 

Fig 7(a) Membership function distribution of outbreak power of general events based on the cases used in 

experiment 
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Fig 7(b) Membership function distribution of outbreak power of hot events based on the cases used in experiment 

 

Fig 7(c) Membership function distribution of outbreak power of urgent events based on the cases used in 

experiment 

And Fig 8 shows membership distribution of fluctuation power belonging to different types of 

web events based on the cases used in the experiment. 

 

Fig 8(a) Membership function distribution of fluctuation power of urgent events based on the cases used in 

experiment 
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Fig 8(b) Membership function distribution of fluctuation power of hot events based on the cases used in 

experiment 

 

Fig 8(c) Membership function distribution of fluctuation power of urgent events based on the cases used in 

experiment 

By fitting the above discussed membership distributions, we got the membership function of each type 

of web events. Eq.(15) and Eq.(16) shows the membership function of outbreak power and fluctuation 

power belonging to each type of web events based on the cases used in the experiment, respectively. 

To this end, prior knowledge of web events was established. Through these membership functions, we 

can easily found that outbreak power of web event declines in the order of hot event, urgent event and 

general event, also fluctuation of event declines in the order of general event, hot event and urgent 

event. 
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Next, we discriminated the type of 40 web events with obtained prior knowledge. For each 

web event e , we got a set of feature vectors  according to Eq.(6) and Eq.(7); and 

then, by means of membership function Eq.(10) and Eq.(12), membership ( )i e  of web event e  

belonging to each type of web events can be obtained. At last, according to corollary 6, we can 

discriminate web event e  belong to which event type exactly. 

 

 A major evaluation of results is that correct rate of type discrimination in test set. Obviously, 

the higher the correct rate, the better. In order to verify that temporal features can describe the 

evolution course of web events for each web event in test set, it was manually annotated to justify 

whether the algorithm for type discrimination is objective and correct, which indirectly proof the 

correctness of the construct of outbreak power. Such as the event “Japan Nuclear Leak” is 

discriminated as hot event by algorithm, but if label members believe that this event should be labelled 

as emergent event, then we think that the event discrimination failed. In addition, each label member 

were arranged independently complete the evaluation in order to ensure that the reliability and 

effectiveness of the experimental results. Before the label member evaluated the experimental results, 

we provided the abstract description of each type of web events. Such as, we gave them some news 

samples and their concepts. The training stopped until label members were familiar with each type of 

web events. At last, all the evaluation results of each label member were aggregated together, and to 

reach a consensus. Table 4 shows statistical results of web events type discrimination. The overall 

Table 4 precision and recall rate of each type of web events of the cases in experiment 

 Type of web events 
total 

 Urgent event Hot event General event 

Recall 95.2% 88.8% 90% 91% 

Precision 90.9% 88.8% 85% 88% 
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accurate rate of type discrimination reaches 88% and recall rate is 91%, which shows the good 

performance of our algorithm. 

7     Conclusions and Future Work 

The main contributions of this paper are as follows: 

1) We propose outbreak power of web events. For any event, by analysing its information on web we 

can obtain a series of temporal features. Furthermore, outbreak power of web event is mined, which 

helps us get a clear understanding of evolution course of web events. All the temporal features, 

outbreak power and fluctuation of outbreak power are used in discriminating web events. And the 

experiment on real dataset promises a good performance. 

2) We propose an algorithm framework for analysing web events. There are four steps in this 

framework. First, the information of web events are collected during their life courses. Second, the 

increased webpages, the increased event attributes, distribution of attributes in webpages, and the 

relationships of attributes are embedded into the calculation of outbreak power of web events.  Third, 

prior knowledge of each event type is mined from outbreak power. Forth, a fuzzy based algorithm is 

introduced to discriminate the type of web events. Through these steps, we get a clear understanding of 

web events evolution during their life course. 

3) We present the definitions of web event type. Web events are classified into three types: urgent 

event, hot event and general event. By analysing each type of web events, we can get general events 

have low outbreak power and high fluctuation, while urgent events and hot events have high outbreak 

power and low fluctuation, which is the prior knowledge of web events based on the cases in 

experiment. By employing these prior knowledge, we also can discriminate the type of web events and 

do further analysis and research on this basis. 

However, there are still some shortcomings in our work: 

1) Due to limited collection and unavoidable noise of our data set in the experiment, there are some 

negative impacts on the results of type discrimination of web events to some degree. All the results are 

based on the cases in our experiments. Future study is needed to decide whether the rules are suitable 

for other cases, even though the framework of getting outbreak power of events is general. 

2) In this paper, we only focus on the evolution of semantic features during the life course of web 

events. Obviously, the evolution of web events is also affected by other factors. Such as, uncertainty of 

source websites, uncertainty of web events, and source difference of web events, etc. These factors 

also determine the web events in different aspects.  
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